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Experimental reconstruction of Wigner phase-space current
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We experimentally reconstruct Wigner’s current of quantum phase-space dynamics. We reveal the “push-and-
pull” associated with damping and diffusion due to the coupling of a squeezed vacuum state to its environment. In
contrast to classical dynamics, where (at zero temperature) dissipation only “pulls” the system toward the origin
of phase space, we also observe an outward “push” because our system has to obey Heisenberg’s uncertainty
relations. With squeezed vacuum states generated by an optical parametric oscillator at variable pumping levels,
we identify the pure squeezing dynamics and its central stagnation point with a topological charge of “−1”.
This work demonstrates high resolving power and establishes an experimental paradigm for measuring the
quantumness and nonclassicality of the dynamics of open quantum systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

We establish experimentally that quantum dynamics in
phase space can be studied directly and in great detail by
using Wigner’s quantum phase-space distribution W and the
associated phase-space current �J which governs W ’s time
evolution. We do this in a quantum optical system using a
degenerate squeezer setup.

Using Wigner’s representation of quantum systems [1],
based on Wigner’s distribution W (x, p) [2] in quantum phase
space (with coordinates x for position and p for momentum),
makes it easier to compare classical with quantum states than
the commonly used density matrix ρ [3–6].

The Wigner distribution represents the quantum state, just
like the density matrix; but the Wigner current describes the
details of the quantum system dynamics, just like the commu-
tator [Ĥ , ρ̂]. With the Wigner distribution, calculating other
parameters such as fidelity, purity, and logarithmic negativity
comes naturally, yet the Wigner current we reconstruct pro-
vides the most detailed way to extract the dynamics of the
quantum system.

The associated Wigner current �J allows for a direct vi-
sualization of the system dynamics and its comparison with
classical Hamiltonian flows [7,8]. No such current exists to
describe ρ’s evolution (the commutator [Ĥ, ρ̂] has not been
studied by itself).

Any experimental quantum mechanical system is unavoid-
ably subject to a number of dissipative processes, which, for
our example, degrades squeezing, resulting in antisqueezing
that is always larger than the squeezing. Losses and phase
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noise have to be taken into account to quantify this type of
degradation of quantum states [9].

With the help of machine learning, our neural network-
enhanced tomography has demonstrated good performance
when extracting detailed information about the degradation in
a system undergoing decoherence dynamics [10]. Here, we
go one step further by reconstructing not only the Wigner
distribution W , but also the associated Wigner current �J exper-
imentally. To access physically relevant structures in quantum
phase space, our experimental reconstruction of the Wigner
current allows identifying pure squeezing dynamics as well as
dissipation and decoherence currents.

Dissipation drives the system toward the origin in phase
space [11] by classical damping currents, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. However, Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation imposes a
minimum phase-space area on the wave function, even for the
(squeezed) vacuum state at zero temperature, prohibiting such
purely classical dynamics. Here, we experimentally reveal the
“push-and-pull” associated with this damping and diffusion
due to the coupling of a squeezed vacuum state to its thermal
environment.

The interplay of the corresponding contributions in the
Wigner current �J allows us to determine the phase-space
currents, which, according to Eq. (5), describe absorption as
well as spontaneous and induced emission processes. Since
our system is measured in the steady state, this gives rise
to detailed balance in a thermal background and therefore
displays the phase-space current signatures associated with
Einstein’s A and B coefficients.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we remind the reader of the connections between
Wigner and Schrödinger representation of quantum theory,
then, in Sec. III we illustrate the theoretical framework for
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the Wigner current in our squeezer, including the damping
and diffusive currents from the environment. Experimental
reconstructions are demonstrated in Sec. IV, both for high and
low purity conditions. Finally, we conclude in Sec. V.

II. WIGNER CURRENT J(x, p, τ ) from Moyal’s bracket

We first remind the reader of how Wigner’s and
Schrödinger’s representations of quantum theory are con-
nected mathematically [6]. Consider a single-mode operator
given in coordinate representation 〈x − y|Ô|x + y〉 = O(x −
y, x + y). To map to Wigner’s phase-space representation we
employ the Wigner transform W[Ô] [6,12,13],

W[Ô](x, p) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dy O

(
x − y

2
, x + y

2

)
e

i
h̄ py. (1)

If Ô is a (normalized) single-mode density matrix ρ̂, then
the associated normalized distribution in the Wigner represen-
tation is W (x, p) ≡ W[ρ̂]/(2π h̄).

The Wigner transform of the von Neumann time evolution
equation W[ ∂ρ̂

∂t = 1
ih̄ [Ĥ (x, p, t ), ρ̂]] is

∂W

∂t
= {{H (x, p, t ),W }}, (2)

in which the Groenewold-Moyal bracket [6,14,15] is the quan-
tum version of the Poisson bracket [16], with the explicit form

{{ f , g}} = 2

h̄
f (x, p) sin

[
h̄

2

(←−
∂

∂x

−→
∂

∂ p
−

←−
∂

∂ p

−→
∂

∂x

)]
g(x, p) , (3)

where the arrows indicate the “direction” of differentiation
f
−→
∂
∂x g = g

←−
∂
∂x f = f ∂

∂x g. Equation (2) can be rewritten as the
divergence of Wigner’s-phase space current [16,17], yielding
the continuity equation

∂W (x, p, t )

∂t
+ ∇ · J(x, p, t ) = 0. (4)

Here, ∇ = (∂/∂x, ∂/∂p) is the divergence operator with re-
spect to position x and momentum p, and t denotes time (but
to be replaced by the effective time teff specified below), and
J = (Jx, Jp) has two components and is a functional of W and
the system Hamiltonian H (x, p, t ).

III. WIGNER CURRENT IN SQUEEZERS

After three decades of conceptual innovations and tech-
nological improvements [18,19] squeezed vacuum states
[20–22], with up to 15-dB squeezing, were demonstrated
[23]. To go beyond the standard quantum limit in measure-
ments, squeezed vacuum states have been widely used in
quantum metrology [24–27] and advanced gravitational wave
detectors [28–34]. Here, we exploit the excellent control of
such squeezer systems, which allows us to experimentally
determine Wigner’s distribution W and reconstruct Wigner’s
phase-space current �J = (Jx, Jp) and its effects on the evolu-
tion of the system, with high resolution. Together, W and �J
fulfill the continuity equation (4).

Wigner’s continuity equation (4) is the equivalent of the
conventional von Neumann’s equation. It was recently shown
that it can be applied to open systems dynamics described by

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

ω = -1 ω = +1 ω = +1ω = +1 ω = +1

FIG. 1. Schematics of phase-space dynamics and the corre-
sponding Wigner currents for (a) a coherent state, (b) a squeezed
vacuum state (in a corotating frame), (c) the classical picture of a
damped coherent state, (d) the damping current (with inward “pull”),
and (e) the diffusing current (with outward “push”). ω is the winding
number (9) of �J’s stagnation point at the origin.

standard Lindblad master equation terms [11,35] that describe
the quantum dynamics of the open system state with the
density matrix ρ(t )

dρ

dt
= − i

h̄
[H, ρ] + γ

2
(n̄ + 1)(2aρa† − a†aρ − ρa†a)

+ γ

2
n̄(2a†ρa − aa†ρ − ρaa†). (5)

Unlike this conventional approach, using Eq. (4) has the
great advantage of allowing us to visualize quantum dynamics
in phase space since W and �J are real-valued. Indeed, the cor-
responding line integrals along �J yield field lines, reminiscent
of classical phase portraits [7,8].

Here we study squeezed vacuum states which can be pro-
duced by systems predominantly generating photon pairs,
e.g., optical parametric oscillators (OPOs). In such degenerate
processes, the effective Hamiltonian has the form [19–22]

Ĥ = ih̄ χ (2)

2
(α∗â2 − αâ†2), (6)

where α denotes the complex amplitude describing the pump
field’s strength and phase, while χ (2) denotes the second-order
nonlinear susceptibility. In Eq. (5), γ is the system energy
damping rate and n̄ = [exp(h̄ω0/kBT ) − 1]−1 accounts for
the average environmental photon occupation number at the
optical driving frequency ω0 due to our experiment’s effective
thermal reservoir at temperature T .

The corresponding Wigner current of an ideal OPO system
described by Eq. (6) driven at optical frequency ω0, denoted
as �Jsys, is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), and has the form

�Jsys = χ (2)|α|
(

x W cos θ + p
ω0

W sin θ

ω0 x W sin θ − p W cos θ

)
(7)

= ξ

( ± p
ω0

W
±ω0 x W

)
for θ = ±π/2, (8)

with the squeezing parameter ξ = χ (2)α.
Note, the Wigner current stagnation point at the origin of an

OPO system has an orientation winding number topological
charge of ω = −1. This orientation winding number is defined
as [7]

ω[L(x, p)] ≡ 1

2π

∮
L(x,p)

dφ, (9)

and tracks the Wigner current’s orientation along a simple
closed-loop L, i.e., around a single stagnation point (x, p), see
Figs. 1 and Fig. 3.
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FIG. 2. (a) Measured quantum noise levels (in dB) of squeez-
ing and antisqueezing quadratures at different pump powers. In the
ideal case, squeezing and antisqueezing levels should be equal (blue
dashed line). Because of losses and phase noise, due to coupling
to the environment, we instead observe degraded squeezing perfor-
mance described by the solid green fit line. (b) The corresponding
purity tr(ρ2) of our squeezed states is determined using machine-
learning enhanced quantum state tomography [10]. We highlight two
regions with red boxes where the squeezing is “weak” and “strong.”
Specific red markers A and B pick out data points generated for “low”
and “high” pump power, which are referred to in Fig. 3.

In open systems, damping processes occur due to the cou-
pling to the environment and drive the initial wave package
toward the origin. Figure 1(c) illustrates this for a damped
classical harmonic oscillator. Note that, classically, the damp-
ing would concentrate the state ever more. In the quantum
case, however, such a concentration would violate Heisen-
berg’s uncertainty principle. Instead, our open dissipative
system is well described by Eq. (5). The corresponding
Wigner current �Jenv has a dissipative part �Jdamp and a diffusive
part �Jdiff, illustrated in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), respectively, and of
the form [11]

�Jenv = −γ

2
W

(
x
p

)
− γ

2

h̄

ω0
(n + 1

2
)

(
∂xW
∂pW

)
(10)

≡ �Jdamp + �Jdiff. (11)

So far, all investigations of Wigner’s current have been
theoretical. Nevertheless, for slowly evolving systems, in gen-
eral, it is almost always possible to identify and control an
effective time τeff by changing a coupling constant in the
Hamiltonian of the system; this is the approach we use. For an
OPO Hamiltonian, Ĥ , as in Eq. (6), the formal time evolution
operator has the form

Û (τeff ) = exp

[−iĤτeff

h̄

]
= exp

[
χ (2)

2
(α∗â2 − αâ†2)

]
,

(12)

of a squeezing transformation Ŝ(ξ ) = exp[ 1
2 (ξ ∗â2 − ξ â†2)].

This allows us to connect our experimental parameters with
the effective time parameter τeff ∝ |ξ | = χ (2)|α| in continuity
equation (4). In other words, varying the pump power amounts
to a formal variation of the evolution time and allows us to
utilize the Wigner current �J of Eq. (4), also see A ppendix A.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

Here, we generate squeezed vacuum states in a bow-
tie OPO cavity enclosing a periodically poled nonlinear
KTiOPO4 (PPKTP) crystal with second-order nonlinear

susceptibility χ (2), operating below the lasing threshold at
the wavelength 1064 nm [10]. Such a bow-tie cavity can
compensate for the intracavity dispersion [36].

Our cavity has an optical path length of approximately
28.5 cm and thus a free spectral range of 1.052 GHz, with
finesse of 19.8 at 532 nm and of 33.4 at 1064 nm. The overall
efficiency, defined as 1 − L (the loss), is 82.2 ± 0.35% and
phase noise is 34.50 ± 1.26 mrad.

By injecting the ac signal of our balanced homodyne
detection, the spectrum analyzer records the squeezing and
antisqueezing levels when scanning the phase of the local
oscillator. In Fig. 2(a), we show the measured noise-level
curves for squeezing and antisqueezing in decibel (dB) while
the pump power increases from 0 to 90 mW. The magnitude
of squeezing and antisqueezing levels are almost the same at
low pump power levels, indicating that the generated squeezed
states are almost pure. However, degradation arises due to
the coupling to the environment, giving roughly 7.08 dB in
squeezing but 14.97 dB in antisqueezing at 76 mW. When
the experiments are performed with pump power at 5 mW,
each photodiode of our balanced homodyne detector is il-
luminated with 15 mW. The (electronic) dark noise level is
−87.69 dB, while the vacuum noise level is −64.34 dB,
giving a shot-noise level of 23.35 dB. The measurement is
done with the spectrum analyzer at 2.5 MHz with 100 001
data points, 100-kHz resolution bandwidth, and 100-Hz video
bandwidth. To make sure the measured squeezing level is not
contaminated, our homodyne detectors are designed with a
high common-mode rejection ratio of more than 80 dB [37].

We use machine learning to perform quantum state
tomography experimentally, after that a singular value de-
composition of the reconstructed density matrix gives three
dominant terms

ρ ≈ σ1 ρsq + c1 ρ
sq
th + d1 ρth. (13)

Here, ρsq denotes the (pure) squeezed vacuum, ρsq = Ŝρ0Ŝ†,
with ρ0 the vacuum state and S given by Eq. (12). Due to
coupling to the environment, the two dominant admixtures
are from thermal states ρth and squeezed thermal states ρ

sq
th =

ŜρthŜ† [38–41]. As shown in Fig. 2(b), the corresponding
purity tr(ρ2) of measured squeezed states decreases as the
pump power increases.

To reconstruct Wigner’s current we increase the pump
power by 20 discrete steps of 0.25 mW each. This translates
into effective time steps times τ j ∝ |α j | which allows us to
approximate ∂Wexp(x, p)/∂τeff in the continuity equation (4).

The corresponding Wigner current �Jexp is then recon-
structed using the parameters for the state given in Eq. (13),
which, in turn, give us the effective weights with which we
weigh the respective contributions from ideal system current
�Jsys in Eq. (7) and the environmental current �Jenv in Eq. (10).
(For details see Appendix A).

In Figs. 3(a) to 3(c), we observe that the experimentally
reconstructed currents �Jexp for squeezed vacuum states follow
hyperbolic curves aligned with the squeezed and antisqueezed
quadratures. Compared to the pure-system current �Jsys pre-
dicted by theory in Eq. (8), shown in Figs. 3(d) to 3(f), the
experimentally observed current �Jexp, displayed in Figs. 3(a)
to 3(c), shows modifications due to decoherence processes:
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FIG. 3. Top and middle rows: Snapshots of Wigner current distributions, displayed as blue arrows (in arbitrary units), overlaid over colored
contours of the corresponding Wigner distributions of squeezed vacuum states. The top row represents a weakly squeezed state generated at
an OPO pump power of 4.75 mW and selected by marker A in Fig. 2. Similarly, the middle row represents a strongly squeezed state at 88
mW pump power, selected by marker B. The Wigner current displays, circumscribed by red boxes in the middle row, are shown magnified
in the bottom row. They illustrate how, even for strong coupling to the environment, the topological charge ω(0, 0) of �Jsys is preserved. First
column (a)–(c) : Wigner current �Jexp, reconstructed from experimental data. Second column (d)–(f): the ideal Wigner current �Jsys, fitted to pure
squeezed states. Third column (g)–(i): Thermal contributions in the Wigner current �Jenv = �Jexp − �Jsys, extracted from the experimental data (by
subtraction of the second column from the first column data). Fourth column (j)–(l): Dissipative part of Wigner current �Jdamp in Eq. (10). Fifth
column (m, n): Diffusive part of Wigner current �Jdiff in Eq. (10). Note that adding �Jdamp and �Jdiff in the fourth and fifth columns, respectively,
yields �Jenv shown in the third column: �Jenv = �Jdamp + �Jdiff. We emphasize that, to make them clearly comparable with �Jexp and �Jsys in (a, d), we
had to increase the magnitudes of �Jenv, �Jdamp, and �Jdiff in (g), (j), and (m) by scale factors 375, 125, and 125, respectively.

expansions of the Wigner distributions and some distortions
in the currents. Their difference �Jenv = �Jexp − �Jsys is displayed
in the third columns of Figs. 3(g) to 3(i). It graphically dis-
plays how the system’s current is locally counteracted by the
currents due to the coupling to the environment.

A. Low power, weak squeezing (P = 4.75 mW)

To analyze and deepen our understanding of the roles
played by the environment currents further, let us use Eq. (10)
to decompose the Wigner distribution current �Jenv into the
dissipative �Jdamp and diffusive part �Jdiff, see the fourth and
fifth columns of Fig. 3. Here, the experimentally determined
Wigner function Wexp is used to generate the dissipative and
diffusive currents, �Jdamp and �Jdiff, employing the two fitting
parameters γ = 0.01 and n̄ = 0.1. These were extracted from
the respective three weights in Eq. (13) which change little
as the pump power is increased to a low power of 5 mW, see
Fig. 2. This confirms that our system is stable since losses due
to the environment are fairly constant. This squeezer system is
exquisitely controllable and thus “clean” enough to allow us to
emphasize what conceptual clarity and experimental resolving
power our toolbox of Wigner current measurements provides.

We find �Jdiff in Eq. (10) is dominated by the quantum
vacuum contribution �Jdiff ≈ − γ

2
h̄
ω0

1
2 (∂xW, ∂pW )T, as sketched

in Fig. 1(e). We emphasize that, to make them clearly com-
parable with �Jexp and �Jsys in Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), we had to

increase the magnitudes of �Jenv, �Jdamp, and �Jdiff in Figs. 3(g),
3(j) and 3(m) by scale factors 375, 125, and 125, respectively.
This demonstrates the impressive control over our system and
sensitivity to details of the dynamics and thus the strength of
our approach (for more details see Appendix B).

B. High power, strong squeezing (P = 88 mW)

In our system, strong pumping, leading to strong squeezing
simultaneously increases coupling to the environment and
thus a pronounced reduction in the state’s purity, see Fig. 2(b).
The more squeezed the state, the less it shows rotational
symmetry in phase space, as can be seen clearly in Fig. 3(b).

Yet, irrespective of the strength of the coupling to the
environment, the environment’s influence does not change the
origin stagnation point’s topological charge ω[L(0, 0)] = −1.

That this charge remains constant even in the case of
strongly driven, strongly dissipative systems can be under-
stood as the OPO squeezer supplying the primary driving
force, against which the environment reacts with dissipation
and diffusion. Since the environment “reacts,” it only “com-
pensates” but cannot “overcome” the OPO’s driving to impose
a dynamic with entirely different topological characteristics.
It thus reduces the effect of the OPO’s driving without funda-
mentally altering the origin’s charge of ω = −1.

Note that in the second row of Fig. 3 the scale factor shown
is 1, indicating the low purity of the squeezed states. We want
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to remark that �Jdiff is state dependent [but �Jdamp is not, see
Figs. 3(k) and 3(l) as well as Eq. (10)], this strongly modifies
the diffusive Wigner current, see Figs. 3(n) and 3(o). Together
they form the overall environmental Wigner current shown
in Figs. 3(h) and 3(i), which is counteracting the system’s
squeezing action. In terms of the underlying physical mech-
anisms we interpret our results as a push-and-pull scenario
playing out in front of our eyes:

The squeezer-system current �Jsys “pushes” the state along
the x axis while the environmental current �Jenv counteracts
by “pulling backwards.” �Jenv, in turn, should be interpreted
as the interplay between damping due to emission, see the
fourth column of Fig. 3 [and also Fig. 1(d)], and quantum
diffusion due to absorption, see fifth column of Fig. 3 [and
Fig. 1(e)]. In the steady state, these processes give rise to
the Einstein coefficients. Here we display their associated
phase-space signatures.

V. CONCLUSION

With the help of machine-learning-enhanced quantum state
tomography, we experimentally reconstruct the Wigner distri-
bution and its phase-space current of squeezed vacuum states
through the one-to-one mapping between the pump power and
an effective time parameter. We find a Wigner current stagna-
tion point at the origin and confirmed its orientation winding
number topological charge as ω = −1 and that it is constant
[7]. The analysis of the Wigner current due to interactions
with the thermal environment reveals a push-and-pull between
its damping and diffusive parts.

In addition to the squeezed states investigated here, our
methodology can be readily applied to other families of
quantum states, such as single-photon states, “cat” states,
and quantum-optical engineering states [42–45], for the stud-
ies on their evolution and interactions with outside systems.
Moreover, with recent theoretical developments in systems
described by anharmonic Hamiltonians [46,47], effectively
non-Hermitian parity-time symmetric Hamiltonians [48] and
even in discrete (spin) systems [49,50], our experimental
implementation promises to provide us with a powerful di-
agnostic toolbox.
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APPENDIX A: WIGNER CURRENT RECONSTRUCTION

Here, we illustrate how to reconstruct �Jexp. Under the
slowly varying pumping power condition, we need to find δJx

and δJp. We do this by minimizing their 1-norm

minimize
δJx,δJp

||
[
δJx

δJp

]
||1, (A1)

subject to the continuity equation

∂

∂t
W + ∂

∂x

(
J initial

x + δJx
) + ∂

∂ p

(
J initial

p + δJp
) = 0. (A2)

Here, J initial
x and J initial

p are assigned as the initial guesses.
Equivalently, we treat this as an optimization problem,

taking the continuity equation as an equality constraint. Then,
by using machine-learning-enhanced quantum state tomog-
raphy [10], we reconstruct the density matrix, as well as
the corresponding W (x, p, τeff ), from the experimental data
at different effective times. To avoid nonphysical states, we
impose on the reconstructed density matrix the constraint to
be positive-semi-definite. To achieve this we use an auxiliary
lower triangle matrix generated by a Cholesky decomposi-
tion which generates the density matrix. Once we determined
the Wigner distribution, the Wigner current is automati-
cally defined with the help of a given Hamiltonian, see
Eq. (4).

Explicitly, we treat δJx and δJp as the variables and solve
the set of equations

Dx δJx + Dp δJp = Wt − Wt+1

�t
− Dx J initial

x − Dp J initial
p .

(A3)

Here, the unknown variables are δJx ∈ Rn2×1 and δJp ∈ Rn2×1,
with n being the grid number in both x and p coordinates. To
perform the calculations on a discrete version of the continuity
equation, we also applied differential operators (forward finite
difference), i.e., the differential matrices Dx and Dp shown in
Eq. (A3). Finally, this 1-norm minimization problem can be
transformed into a standard linear programming problem by
using reformulation techniques [51].

APPENDIX B: RECONSTRUCTED CURRENTS AT LOW
POWER: HIGH RESOLVING POWER OF OUR APPROACH

For very moderate squeezing, information about the degra-
dation of the purity tr(ρ2) of the quantum state in our
squeezing setup is shown in Fig. 2(b) as a function of the
pump power. The purity of our squeezed vacuum remains
as high as ≈0.98, even working at 5-mW pump power. Yet
unavoidable decoherence from the interaction with the en-
vironment is in evidence. Its effects on the Wigner current
are shown in Fig. 4, which displays a series of experi-
mentally determined snapshots of the Wigner current �Jexp

as the pump power is increased; the colored contours of
the corresponding Wigner distributions are shown in the
background.

In the first columns in Figs. 4(a) to 4(d) the Wigner cur-
rent �Jexp is reconstructed from the experimental data at OPO
pump powers 0.25, 1.75, 3.25, and 4.75 mW, respectively. The
second columns in Figs 4(e) to 4(h) show the ideal Wigner
current �Jsys fitted to pure squeezed states. The third columns
in Figs. 4(i) to 4(l) demonstrate the thermal contributions
in the Wigner current �Jenv = �Jexp − �Jsys, extracted from the
experimental data (by subtraction of the second column from
the first column data). The fourth column is Figs. 4(m) to
4(p) are the dissipative parts of the Wigner current, �Jdamp in
Eq. (10). The fiifth columns in Figs. 4(q) to 4(t) represent
the diffusion parts of the Wigner current, �Jdiff in Eq. (10).
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of Wigner current distributions (arrows, displayed in arbitrary units) of squeezed vacuum states at moderate squeezing,
with the colored contours of corresponding Wigner distributions shown in the background. From top to bottom, the corresponding OPO pump
powers are 0.25, 1.75, 3.25, and 4.75 mW. From left to right shows the experimental Wigner current �Jexp, the ideal Wigner Current �Jsys,
the environmental current �Jenv = �Jexp − �Jsys, the damping current �Jdamp, and the diffusive current �Jdiff, respectively. Note that we also have
�Jenv = �Jdamp + �Jdiff.

(Note that adding �Jdamp and �Jdiff in the fourth and ffth columns,
respectively, yields �Jenv shown in the third column, i.e., �Jenv =
�Jdamp + �Jdiff.)

We emphasize that to make them clearly comparable with
�Jexp and �Jsys in Fig. 4 (columns “1” and “2”), we had to

increase the magnitudes of �Jenv, �Jdamp, and �Jdiff in Fig. 4,
columns “3,” “4,” and “5,” by scale factors 375, 125, and 125,
respectively. This demonstrates the impressive control over
our system and sensitivity to details of the dynamics and thus
the strength of our approach
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